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I. INTRODUCTION 
=la has often been pointed out in the scientific literature, a basic require- 
ment for the successful operation of any system is stability, i.e., that the 
system be insensitive to small perturbations away from its desired or equi- 
librium positions. Violations of this requirement lead to “catastrophes” in 
the sense of Zeeman and Thorn [l-3] which generally indicate unsatisfactory 
system performance or, at least, some type of extreme behavior. In a 
controlled system where the controlling action is generated by measure- 
ments made upon the state of the system, so-called “feedback control,” 
once it is established that it is possible to stabilize the system by sovw control 
law, the next question to ask is: What kind of measurements are necessary? 
In other words, how many components of the state need to be measured to 
generate a stabilizing feedback law. The objective of this report is to answer 
this question in the case of a linear, constant coefficient system utilizing 
linear feedback laws. As will be seen, this version of the problem will turn 
out to be sufficiently complex to require some new results in linear control 
theory for its solution, the primary obstacle being, of course, that the problem 
solution is not invariant under coordinate transformations. 
Apparently the first formal statement of the general “minimal measure- 
ment” problem was [4], although various versions of the problem have 
been treated in [5-71. The results of the current report comprise a substantial 
extension of those presented in [8-lo], although the results of [lo] are not 
included due to the linearity assumptions on the feedback laws. In spirit, 
the current work is most closely related to that of [ 1 I, 121, the basic (and 
important) difference being that only stability and not preassignment of 
the closed-loop system characteristic values is required. As would be expected, 
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the weakened assumptions of this paper drastically alter the nature of the 
solution in that, in general, less information about the system is necessary 
for stabilization than that required for pole assignment. 
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
We begin with the linear system 
*=Fx+Gu, (J? 
where x is an n-dimensional vector, F an n x n constant matrix, and G is 
an n x m constant matrix. The basic problem is to find a constant m x n 
matrix (control law) K possessing the following properties. 
(i) The matrix (F-GIL) h as its characteristic values in the left half- 
plane (closed-loop asymptotic stability), and 
(ii) the matrix K has as many identically zero columns as possible 
(the minimal number of components of x appear in the feedback law -Kx). 
To avoid complicating the exposition, in this paper we treat only the 
single-input case (m = l), deferring discussion of the multiple-input problem 
to a future work. Basically the same results are obtained, but under somewhat 
more restrictive algebraic assumptions. As it stands, the foregoing statement 
of the minimal measurement problem is a difficult question of linear algebra 
due to the lack of any computationally “clean” linear algorithms for charac- 
terizing a stability matrix. To make progress, it is necessary to reformulate 
the problem in a more tractable form. We accomplish this task by stating 
an equivalent linear regulator problem. 
Consider minimizing the functional 
J = joffi NY* Y) + (UP 41 dt 
over all u, where u and y are connected by the relations 
2 =Fx +gu, y = sx. (2) 
Here F, g, and S are constant matrices of sizes, n x n, n x 1, and p x n, 
respectively. It is well known that the minimizing u is given by the expression 
%li&) = -g’Wt) 
= --Kx(t), 
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where P is the positive semidefinite solution of the algebraic Riccati equation 
S’S f PG f G’P - Pgg’P = 0. (3) 
To see the equivalence between the above regulator problem and the minimal 
measurement problem, we note that given any stable law K, if we can find 
a positive semidefinite P satisfying the relation g’P = K, then we may 
use P in Eq. (3) to generate the matrix S’S which, in turn, gives a matrix S. 
This will always be possible without further assumptions for single-input 
systems. The necessary and sufficient conditions for solvability of the P, 
K relation in the multi-input case are given in [13]. Thus, if we can charac- 
terize the number of zero components in the Iawg’P for the regulator problem, 
then by imposing the additional assumptions of stability of (I;: g) and detect- 
ability of (F, S), standard results will ensure that the law will be stable. 
The ker issue will be to select a measurement matrix S which has the dual 
properties of detectability of the unstable modes of Z and possession of as 
many zero columns as possible. 
3. DIAGONAL SYSTEMS 
We first give the solution to the minimal measurement problem in the 
case of a diagonal system. Then we show that this solution suffices to answer 
the general case. To solve the diagonal problem, we shall employ some 
new results first given in [14]. The results for the diagonal case validate 
one’s intuitive feeling that the number of components of the state which 
must be measured equals, in general, the number of characteristic roots of 
the system matrix having nonnegative real parts. 
Consider the system 
ji = Fx + gu, w 
where we now assume F is a normal matrix, with g and x defined in Section 2. 
Make the change of state coordinates z = TX, where T is the nonsingular 
matrix diagonalizing F. We must now investigate the system 
5 = AZ + bu, (“r’) 
where A is the diagonal matrix A = TFT-’ and b = Tg. Recalling the 
discussion of Section 2, we form the equivalent regulator problem for (L”) 
which leads to the algebraic Riccati equation 
Q + PA + AP - Pbb’P = 0, (4) 
where Q -= S‘S is as yet undetermined. To simplify Eq. (4), we utilize the 
following result from [14]. 
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THEOREM 1. Consider the algebraic Riccati equation 
Q+F’P+PF-PGG’P=O, 
where F is a matrix having no purely imaginary complex roots and no real roots 
symmetric relative to the origin. Then the quantity H = PG is characterized 
by the equation 
Y(H) = (G’@I)(I@F’+F’@I)-lY(HH’-Q), (5) 
where 9’ is the “stacking” operator whose action is to stack the columns of an 
n X m matrix into a single nm X 1 vector. 
Applying Theorem 1 to the algebraic Riccati equation (4) (after imposing 
the additional constraint on F), it is seen that the optimal feedback law 
h = Pb is characterized by the .equation 
h = (b’ @1)(/l @I + I @ A)-’ 9’(hh’ - Q). (6) 
Next, we note that the nm x rza matrix 
A =(b’@l)(A@l+l@fl-l (7) 
has the structure 
A= 
n(m-1) rows 
b --I- 
241 
b, 
41 + A22 
b, bn 
41 + x22 All + 4ln 
b 2 . . . bn 
%!2 A22 + L 
4 b2 b I 
x11 + km A22 -I- La al, 
______ -_---------- ----- 
0 
It will be convenient to compress the n” nonzero elements of -4 into a new 
n x n matrix L& = [olij], where 
afj = (bj/(&i + Ajj)), i,j= 1,2 ,..., n. (8) 
We may now state the first basic result. 
THEOREM 2. Let A and b be as above. Then a necessary condition for Eq. (6) 
to have a solution h whose ith component hi = 0 is 
%iQil + ~2iQie + ... + Ol,iQ& = 0. (9) 
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Proof. Let hi = 0. Forming the column vector -Y(hh’ - Q), it is easil!. 
verified that the equation 
h = AY(hh’ - Q) 
may onl!; be satisfied if the foregoing orthogonality relation holds. 
Remark. Theorem 2 imposes constraints on the choice of the measure- 
ment matrix S which will be utilized below. 
The question which now arises is, to what extent condition (9) is sufficient 
for Eq. (6) to have a solution whose ith component is zero 7 The following 
result shows that condition (9) is “generically sufficient” in that it is sufficient 
for “almost every” system. 
THEOREM 3. Condition (9) is st@rient for the ith component of a solution 
to Eq. (6) to be zero for almost eeer~~ linear system, i.e., the set of systems for 
cchich it fails to suffice form a null set in the space of all linear s>jstems. 
Proof. If the condition holds, we must solve the set of nonlinear equations 
h,[c~,,h, - c&z + ... i ~u,+zn - I] = ‘yllq11 + mzty:1 _L ... t a:llqnl , 
h2[&l - a22h2 + ... + cw.n2hn - l] = a12q,r -- x,wq,:! + ... -t- a,.,(~,., , 
h.l[til,i~~lhl t ar,i-lh, + ‘.. f a,&?,, - 11 
- %.i-1q1,;-1 + %,i-lY?.Z-1 7 ..’ -~ ~,,.,--lyn.,~~l 7 
hi[alih, - azih2 + ... + ,xnih, - l] = 0, 
hJiui,hl -L a?nh, i- ... + xnnh, - I] = &yln + apnq2n + ... T mnnqn,l . 
From the ith equation, we see that either hi = 0 or there exists a solution 
vector h lying on the hyperplane orlih, + anih2 - ... + ~l.Jz~ = 1. Since 
the system has only a finite number of solutions, should the second case hold, 
an arbitraril>- small perturbation of the matris ,O, A, or b will ensure that 
it fails to hold without changing the number of unstable modes of the system 
(since the characteristic roots are continuous functions of the matrix elements). 
Hence, generically, condition (9) implies hi = 0. 
Theorems 2 and 3 now allow us to resolve the measurement problem for 
almost every diagonal system. The task is to find a measurement matrix S 
with the following properties. 
(i) The pair (S, A) is detectable (the unstable modes of Z’ are contained 
in the space generated by the columns of the observability matris 
0 -= (S’, AS’, DS’,..., A+lS’)), and 
(ii) row K of the matrix Q = S’S is orthogonal to column k of the 
matrix .d for as many indices k as possible, 1 < k :$ n (condition (9)). The 
resolution of this question is given by 
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THEOREM 4. Let the system 27 be stabilizable (i.e., the columns of the 
matrix (b, Ab, A2b ,..., An-lb) span the space generated by the unstable modes 
of Z’) and let every unstable mode contain zeros in the same m components. 
Then a law h stabilizing Z:’ will measure n - m components of the state for 
almost every system Z’. 
Proof. First, note that the unstable modes of Z’ comprise a subset of 
the usual basis vectors e, , e2 ,..., e, since A is diagonal. Thus, m equals 
the number of characteristic values of (1 with negative real parts. Assume 
that the unstable modes of Z” contain common zeros in rows ir , i, ,..., i, . 
We choose the same rowspf S’ equal zero, and then choose the remaining 
rows to satisfy the detectability requirement. Since n is diagonal, it is clear 
that no further rows of S’ may be chosen zero and still have the pair (/l, S) 
be detectable. But, the above choice of S’ implies that m rows of Q = S’S 
are identically zero, thereby satisfying condition (9) for the m indices 
. . . 
21 , 12 ,***, b, . Hence, by Theorems 2 and 3, m components of h are zero 
and, by stabilizability and detectability of Z’, such an h will be a stable 
feedback law for almost every 2’. 
Theorem 4 characterizes the solution of the measurement problem for 
almost every diagonal system. Let us recapitulate the assumptions and the 
steps of the solution. 
ASSUMPTIONS. (1) (1 is diagonal, i.e., F is normal; (2) II has no real 
roots symmetric relative to the origin and no purely imaginary entries on 
the diagonal; (3) the pair (A, 6) is stabilizable. 
Under these assumptions, we construct a minimal measurement matrix 
by the following procedure. 
(i) Determine the unstable modes of II; 
(ii) let il , i2 ,..., i,, be the indices where the unstable modes all 
have zero entries and select the matrix S such that (a) row K of S is zero, 
h = il , i2 ,..., i, , and (b) the nonzero elements of S are chosen so that 
(/.I, S) is detectable. 
4. EXAMPLE 
To illustrate the foregoing results, let the system be given by 
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The relevant diagonalizing transformation is 
1 -1 -1 1 
1 1 1 1 
giving the diagonal system 
f = llz + bu, V‘> 
where 
A = diag(15 5 5 -l), 
6 = $(I 1 1 1)‘. 
The system Z’ is stabilizable (in fact, controllable) since the unstable modes 
are 
e, = (1 0 0 0)‘, e2 = (0 1 0 0)‘, e3 = (0 0 1 0)‘, 
which are contained in the space generated by the matrix [b A6 A’b A%], 
and Z’ satisfies the other assumptions, (1) and (2). Since the three unstable 
modes have only the fourth entry as a common zero, we have m = 1 and 
i = 4. Let us assume that Z has two output terminals. Then we choose an S 
of the form 
The six independent constants are to be chosen such that (A, S) is 
detectable. It is easy to see that the choice (one of many possible) 
S,, = S,, = Ss, = S,, = Ss, = 1, S,, = 2 satisfies all conditions. 
The above example is interesting since it illustrates the fact that the 
number of output terminals (p) may be critical since, for example, a single 
output channel (p = 1) will not suffice in the above example as in that 
case no choice of S will make ZII detectable. This is due to the multiple 
root X = 5. However, if A has distinct roots, then a single output will always 
suffice. 
5. THE GENERAL SINGLE-INPUT CASE 
Let us now return to the original system E 
x =Fx+gu. F:) 
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Recall that L‘ and Z’ are related through the coordinate transformation 
z = TX. Thus, if we know which components of z appear in a stabilizing 
law, then for almost every Z we will also know which components of x occur 
since 
.zi = i tijxj ) 7 = 1, 2 )... , 71. (10) 
j=l 
However, it should be noted that we may have cancellation in some particular 
control law. That is, if we have a law 
then the choice of the y’s may result in cancellations when substituted 
back into (10). But, since the y’s are determined by the choice of S, a slight 
perturbation of the components of S will eliminate cancellations while 
still preserving the other requirements. Thus, generically the number of 
components of s which appear is determined by which components of z 
appear and the zeros which appear in the transformation T. 
For example, in the problem of Section 4, even though zq did not appear 
in the diagonal system since T has no zeros in row l-3, all components of x 
occur in the generic control law generated by the diagonal system. 
6. DISCUSSION 
In this work we have given conditions for solubility of the minimal 
measurement problem for linear, single-input, constant coefficient systems. 
The results have relied on various assumptions which are often met in 
practice. Unfortunately, as is often the case in mathematics, the results 
could only be established for almost every system which is satisfactory as 
long as one is not in one of the singular cases. However, for practical purposes 
it is sufficient since no physical system is known precisely enough that it 
could not be perturbed by a small amount to make it generic. 
In subsequent articles, various extensions and modifications of the above 
results will be investigated, among them the multiple-input case, the case 
of an infinite-dimensional state vector, and some numerical aspects. 
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